the book covers clear and crisp pedagogy in the field of decision making process which pervades the activities of every business manager modest attempt has been made to discuss some of the commonly used quantitative techniques in a wide spectrum of decision making situations it presents the application of various techniques through a large number of examples and review illustrations a number of problems from various examinations have also been incorporated simplicity in explaining complex phenomena and lucidity in style are the twin objectives of the authors in organizing the chapters of the book so that students of civil production mechanical electrical and electronics engineering commerce management ca and icwa can derive maximum benefit

**Swarm, Evolutionary, and Memetic Computing**

2012-12-16

this book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the third international conference on swarm evolutionary and memetic computing semcco 2012 held in bhubaneswar india in december 2012 the 96 revised full papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 310 initial submissions the papers cover a wide range of topics in swarm evolutionary memetic and other intelligent computing algorithms and their real world applications in problems selected from diverse domains of science and engineering

**Information Technology Applications for Crisis Response and Management**

2021-02-19
properly addressing a crisis requires more than just guesswork and a reaction; it requires a properly structured approach supported by good information with the rapid evolution of information systems and information technology including hardware, software, the internet, and communications capabilities. There are abundant opportunities to apply these technology capabilities and resources to support and improve responses to and management of crisis situations. Approaches to crisis response and management include the design, development, implementation, and application of systematic methodologies on how to respond as well as how to apply information systems to enhance and extend responses to crises. Information technology applications for crisis response and management provide a multi-disciplinary perspective on current and cutting-edge research exploring and extending our understanding of the use of information systems and information technology to support responses to crises of all kinds, accidental, intentional, and acts of nature. The chapters in this book focus on the design, development, implementation, use, and evaluation of information system technologies and methodologies to support crisis response and management as well as technology management-related issues for crisis response and management while highlighting technical, cognitive, organizational, and human-focused issues within the field. This book is ideal for policymakers, IT specialists, government officials, crisis response teams, managers, practitioners, researchers, academicians, and students interested in the use of information technology and information systems to support diverse types of crises.
Management Approach for Resource-Productive Operations

2018-07-10

markus hammer investigates a time based and analytics supported operations management approach he explores five perspectives 1 the needs of industry in particular manufacturing in process industries 2 the impact of digitization with focus on big data and analytics 3 the management of operations through time based performance metrics 4 how operations improvement methods and advanced process control help achieve resource productive operations and 5 learning from practice based on two empirical case studies the author conceives explains and tests an implementation methodology the final case study proves that the developed implementation methodology works in practice

Electric Power System Applications of Optimization

2017-12-19
as the demand for energy continues to grow optimization has risen to the forefront of power engineering research and development continuing in the bestselling tradition of the first edition electric power system applications of optimization second edition presents the theoretical background of optimization from a practical power system point of view exploring advanced techniques new directions and continuous application problems the book provides both the analytical formulation of optimization and various algorithmic issues that arise in the application of various methods in power system planning and operation the second edition adds new functions involving market programs pricing reliability and advances in intelligent systems with implemented algorithms and illustrative examples it describes recent developments in the field of adaptive critics design and practical applications of approximate dynamic programming to round out the coverage the final chapter combines fundamental theories and theorems from functional optimization optimal control and dynamic programming to explain new adaptive dynamic programming concepts and variants with its one of a kind integration of cornerstone optimization principles with application examples this second edition propels power engineers to new discoveries in providing optimal supplies of energy

Software Engineering

2014-12-16

this text provides a comprehensive but concise introduction to software engineering it adopts a methodical approach to solving software engineering problems proven over several years of teaching with outstanding results the book covers concepts principles design construction implementation and management issues of software systems each chapter is organized systematically into brief reader friendly sections with itemization of the important points to be remembered diagrams and illustrations also sum up the salient points to
enhance learning additionally the book includes a number of the author’s original methodologies that add clarity and creativity to the software engineering experience while making a novel contribution to the discipline upholding his aim for brevity comprehensive coverage and relevance foster s practical and methodical discussion style gets straight to the salient issues and avoids unnecessary topics and minimizes theoretical coverage

Programação Linear

2014-09-01

a programação linear numa abordagem pedagógica mais próxima das necessidades dos alunos o uso de programas informáticos para a resolução de problemas com muitas variáveis é imprescindível contudo os utilizadores têm de compreender o que está em causa como modelizar os problemas como interpretar os resultados que análises se podem fazer depois de atingirmos uma otimização a programação linear permite resolver problemas nas áreas da gestão de produção da logística das finanças do marketing etc este livro com muitos exemplos e exercícios ajuda a formatar os raciocínios que estão na base do equacionamento matemático de problemas dos mais variados tipos facilitando e conferindo uma base científica à tomada de decisões público alvo para alunos e professores de investigação operacional e para gestores e empresários com necessidade de resolver problemas em que a programação linear seja aplicável estrutura da obra introdução programação linear modelo de transporte modelo de afetação exercícios soluções apêndice 1 Álgebra matricial apêndice 2 formulário
Frontiers of WWW Research and Development -- APWeb 2006

2006-01-09

this book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 8th asia pacific conference ap2006 more than 100 papers cover all current issues on www related technologies and new advanced applications for researchers and practitioners from both academic and industry

Proceedings of 2nd International Conference on Mathematical Modeling and Computational Science

2022-06-28

the conference proceeding of icmmcs 2021 presents most recent scientific and technological advances in the fields of engineering mathematics and computational science to strengthen the links in the scientific community it is a collection of high quality peer reviewed research papers presented at the second international conference on mathematical modeling and computational science icmmcs 2021 held online during october 29 30 2021 the topics covered in the book are mathematical logic and foundations numerical analysis neural networks fuzzy set theory coding theory higher algebra number theory graph theory and combinatory computation in complex networks calculus differential educations and integration application of soft computing knowledge engineering machine learning artificial intelligence big data and data analytics high performance computing network and device security internet of things iot
the advancements in decision sciences theory and applications can be regarded as a continuously emerging field in all areas of interest including technology industry energy healthcare education agriculture social sciences and more managers in all disciplines face an endless list of complex issues every day one of the essential managerial skills is the ability to allocate and utilize limited resources appropriately in the efforts of achieving optimal performance efficiently this is no less important for those who work in the transportation sector the handbook of research on decision sciences and applications in the transportation sector explores the importance of decision sciences and the ways in which they apply to the transportation sector this book covers technologies and tools including machine learning mathematical modeling and simulation and their applications in such tasks as reducing fuel costs improving passenger flow and ensuring vehicle safety it is an essential reference source for managers professionals in the transport industry supply chain specialists safety officers it consultants executives practitioners scientists students researchers and academicians

Proceedings of International Conference on Advances in Computer Engineering and Communication Systems

2021-01-22
this book comprises the best deliberations with the theme smart innovations in mezzanine technologies data analytics networks and communication systems in the international conference on advances in computer engineering and communication systems icacecs 2020 organized by the department of computer science and engineering vnr vignana jyothi institute of engineering and technology the book provides insights on the recent trends and developments in the field of computer science with a special focus on the mezzanine technologies and creates an arena for collaborative innovation the book focuses on advanced topics in artificial intelligence machine learning data mining and big data computing cloud computing internet on things distributed computing and smart systems

Polymer Nanocomposite-Based Smart Materials

2020-05-19

polymer nanocomposite based smart materials from synthesis to application provides a broad comprehensive review on all major categories of smart materials and their preparation routes the main application fields and properties for these diverse types of smart polymer based composite and nanocomposite materials are also discussed chapters on modeling methods and simulation look at the physical or chemical change response that is introduced by the effect of changing environmental conditions such as ph temperature mechanical force and light written by scholars and experts from around the globe the book covers key aspects such as synthesis processing and applications of polymer and nanocomposite based smart materials features a board range of different polymer nanocomposites based smart materials contains coverage of synthesis applications as well as experimental modeling and theoretical results includes comprehensive coverage on
Debrett's Peerage & Baronetage 2008

2007

the extraordinary life of australia’s first international racehorse from creating new records in australia to his life in california where he won the hollywood gold cup in wartime sydney a small and weedy racehorse kicked his way through the top tier of australian racing he was shannon one of the fastest horses the nation had ever seen between 1943 and 1947 shannon broke record after record with his garrulous jockey darby munro when they sensationally lost the epsom handicap by six inches they forever were stamped by the race they didn’t win sold in august 1947 for the highest price ever paid at auction for an australian thoroughbred shannon ended up in america through headline snatching pedigree flaws acclimatization and countless hardships he blitzed across the ritzy glitzy racetracks of 1948 california smashing track records world records and records set by seabiscuit the australian bolted into world fame with speed and courage that defied all odds long before black caviar so you think and takeover target shannon was australia’s first international racehorse starring hall of fame trainers and jockeys hollywood lawyers and legends bernborough and citation this is his tremendous story
Peerage & Baronetage 2011

2010

this is the last remaining and only printed reference guide to the british aristocracy currently available

Harvard Business School Core Collection

1993

Finite Mathematics, An Arabic Textbook

2006-06-01
Canadian Almanac & Directory

1980

yearbook of international organizations is the most comprehensive reference resource and provides current details of international non-governmental ngo and intergovernmental organizations igo collected documented and disseminated by the union of international associations
uiu detailed and profound information on international organizations worldwide can be found here from the united nations the asean and the red cross to sporting bodies and religious orders besides historical and organizational information e g on aims subject orientation and locations details on activities events or publications as well as the most current contact details are included integrated are also biographies of the leading individuals of the organizations as well as the presentation of networks of organizations the union of international associations uiu is a non profit apolitical independent and non governmental institution in the service for international associations based in brussels belgium for 100 years the uiu has focused on the nature and evolution of the international civil society a topic of increasing relevance new uiu bi monthly study find out about current topics and the wealth of information contained in the yearbook of international organizations no 1 of uiu s new bi monthly study is now available for download this time s subject olympic games and sports
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